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GENERAL INFORMATION - Continued

IX. Special Adjustments - Continued

(B) Operation of the Weather Normalization Adjustment - Continued

The Weather Normalization Adjustment shall be calculated using the following formula:

Weather Normalization [(NHDD±(NHDD*2.2%))-AHDD]*THDD*PPBR
Adjustment = S)))))))))))))))))))))Q
(cents/therm) (BLT*BC) + (THDD*AHDD)

 
Under this formula, the Weather Normalization Adjustment is calculated by dividing the estimated
deficiency or excess in pure base revenues per Customer due to weather variation for each billing
cycle (weather-related revenue variation) by the estimated total therms used per Customer for that
billing cycle. The weather-related revenue variation per Customer is calculated by taking the actual
heating degree days (AHDD) for the billing cycle and calculating the amount by which the heating
degree days exceed 102.2 percent of the normal heating degree days (NHDD) or are less than 97.8
percent of the normal heating degree days (NHDD) for the billing cycle. That amount is multiplied by
the therms per heating degree days (THDD) per Customer and the applicable penultimate pure base
rate (PPBR). The weather-related revenue variation is then divided by the estimated average total
usage per Customer for the particular billing cycle. That amount is calculated by multiplying the base
load therms per billing day (BLT) by the number of days in the billing cycle (BC) and adding the
therms per heating degree days (THDD) multiplied by the actual heating degree days (AHDD) for the
particular billing cycle. 
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